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An optimal vaccination programme would have started three months earlier

50% of 50+ have had 
at least one dose



Vaccine uptake was shaped by fear, trust and cost
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Vaccination trends (overall) Communication kept people coming, but demand-side interventions had modest effects

• Vooma Weekends led to an extra 500,000+ doses

• The Vooma Voucher incentive accounted for 8.31-13.95% of all doses administered to those aged ≥60 years 
during that period.

•
• According to an evaluation by G:ENESIS in April 2022, two months into the campaign, KeReady had resulted 

in an additional 251,000 vaccinations among 25-34 year olds above the trendline expected.
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Vaccination trends (overall) 
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Social gradient of vaccination uptake

Source:
Runciman C et al (2022). UJ-HSRC COVID-19 DEMOCRACY SURVEY: Research briefing – Vaccine inequality and hesitancy. https://www.uj.ac.za/wp-
content/uploads/2022/02/2022-02-02-r5-vaccine-acceptance-and-hesitancy.pdf

The ‘social gradient’ of uptake was stark 
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Key functions in the national Covid-19 response

Policy formulation

Public and private 
service provision

Media and communications

Accountability monitoring

Social mobilisation at every level

Funding Technical expertise 
and harnessing of 
business and social 
processes

Research, data 
analytics and 
reporting

Funding 
beneficiation 



Lessons for social contracting

• When trust really counts, the language of war is counter-productive: 
Control councils, command centres and war-rooms create unnecessary fear and turn the public off.

• Plan for both supply and demand from Day 1: 
Define the key response functions and design the social contract accordingly.

• Funding for new activities often needs an activator-implementer mechanism 
E.g. DGMT Coordinated Donor Support and activation of National Contact Centre.

• Integrated implementing structures (cross-sectoral) can be effective.
E.g. Demand acceleration task team – labour participation NB

• Keep the future in mind even as you design to tackle the immediate crisis
E.g. Mobile outreach shown to achieve high uptake c/f fixed facilities 
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